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Red Ilex: The beautiful
display of brilliant red
berries known as Ilex
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Tulip Mania Coming Soon!

are a great addition for
the Winter season. The
tall, strong stem with
vibrant red berries are
available in 5 stem
bunches as well as 10
stem, shorter grade
bunches. Ask about these extraordinary berries
now!

COMING SOO N:

Hyacinths: Hyacinths
are noted for their long
lasting
blooms
and outstanding
fragrance.
Hyacinths
will be available at the
beginning of the year!

Once valued higher than gold,
tulips are still a treasure that
many adore. Even the first
recorded economic bubble
was related to tulips andknown as “Tulip Mania”.
Since then Dutch have continued to raise their favorite
flower. Today The Netherlands remains the chief
source of tulip bulbs for
much of the world. Oregon
Flowers has planted 2.5 million tulip bulbs this year including traditional tulips,
“fancy” tulips and “parrot”
tulips. Some of
the
traditional
shaped tulips you
can look forward
to are: Strong
Gold (yellow), Strong Gold

Lalibela (orange),
Negritta (purple),
and
Snowlady
(white). This year
we
have once
Snowlady
again expanded
our selection of "Fancy" tulips
available to you:
- Orange Princess
is a stunning double orange tulip
that is on the
shorter side, but Orange Princess
does have a substantial vase life.
- New Design is
an unique pink
tulip due to the
fact that it has a
variegated stripe New Design
on the leaf and the flower.

- Melrose is a double tulip tinted
p i n k w i th w h i te edg es .
-Monarch Beauty has elegantly
curled petals that
come colored in a
blend of orange, pink,
and peach .
Tulips are one of the
world's most easily Monarch Beauty
recognized and loved flowers.
Not too elegant, too romantic,
too big, too small, nor too bright;
the tulip is always just right. Tulips will be available midDecember in a variety of colors
and styles. To get an entire list of
tulip varieties please refer to our
website:
www.oregonflowers.com.
If you have any questions regarding tulips
please feel free to call or email.

Now Featuring: Parrot Tulips
This year we are proud to
announce the expansion of
our Parrot Tulip assortment!
Parrot Tulips are
the largest of all
tulips. Big and
beautiful, they are
flamboyant flowers with streaks,
Red Devil

ruffles and frayed
edges. This year
you can look forward to varieties
such as Apricot
Parrot, Monarch Monarch
Parrot (orange), Weber's
Parrot (light pink), Lucky Parrot (red/yellow), Red Devil,
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Destiny
(dark
pink), Super Parrot (white), and
Libretto Parrot
(peach). One of
the most eye Libretto
catching flowers, each Parrot
Tulip bud can be considered a
colorful sculpture.

